The second microtubule-binding site of monomeric kid enhances the microtubule affinity.
Chromokinesin Kid (kinesin-like DNA-binding protein) localizes on spindles and chromosomes and has important roles in generating polar ejection force on microtubules in the metaphase. To understand these functions of Kid at the molecular level, we investigated molecular properties of Kid, its oligomeric state, interaction with microtubules, and physiological activity in vitro. Kid expressed in mammalian cells, as well as Kid expressed in Escherichia coli, was found to be monomeric. However, Kid cross-linked microtubules in an ATP-sensitive manner, suggesting that Kid has a second microtubule-binding site in addition to its motor domain. This was ascertained by binding of Kid fragments lacking the motor domain to microtubules. The interaction of the second microtubule-binding site was weak in a nucleotide-insensitive manner. KmMT of the ATPase activity of Kid was lower than that of the fragments lacking the second microtubule-binding site. Moreover, the velocity of Kid movement in vitro was not affected by the second microtubule-binding site, which is consistent with the weak binding of this site to microtubules. The second microtubule-binding site would be important to enhance the affinity to microtubules for the monomeric motor, Kid. Because the amino acid sequence of this region is highly conserved among species, it seems to have essential roles for the functions of Kid in vivo.